7th Grade
Distance Learning Packet
March 30, 2020 – April 10, 2020
Dear Student and Family,
This packet contains the work your student is expected to complete during the weeks of March
30th and April 6th. Please retain the completed packet until we return to school. It will be collected
then. If you complete the work online, please save the paper with your answers. Also included in
this packet is a list of resources that we have previously sent to families.
Our teachers and staff will continue reaching out to you during the week of March 30th. Teachers
will be checking in on students’ progress with completing the packet and will offer
tutoring/support to students if they have any questions about the content of the packet.
PFPCS will continue developing its distance learning plan for if the schools are closed beyond
April 10th. We will communicate the updated plan to families before April 10th. In the meantime,
please consider signing up for two months of free internet ($9.99/month after that) through
Internet Essentials. Our long-term distance learning plan will include online lessons and ‘class’
sessions through Zoom and Class Dojo.
This has been a difficult time for all of us. We miss our students very much! We are grateful, as
always, for the support and partnership of all of our families. We hope that you all stay safe and
healthy, and we look forward to seeing you again soon.
Sincerely,
Corey Dwyer
Principal

Resources for Families (as of 3/27/20)
WIFI + INTERNET
https://wifi.xfinity.com

Enter zip code to find free wifi hotspot location nearby.

https://www.internetessentials.com

Two months of free internet access through Comcast
($9.95/month after).

https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/internetguide-during-coronavirus-outbreak

List of internet providers offering limited, no-cost
internet services during the outbreak.

ESSENTIAL CITY SERVICES
https://www.phila.gov/2020-03-18-essential-cityservices-remain-open-here-is-how-to-access-them/

Includes important information regarding essential city
services (utilities, homelessness services, PFA filing,
support services, contacting loved ones in prisons, etc.)

https://www.phila.gov/2020-03-20-help-with-housingduring-covid-19/

Specific city resources for housing needs (eviction,
foreclosure, utilities, etc.).

http://water.phila.gov/blog/covid-19-update

“Water in Philadelphia is safe to drink and not
impacted by the virus.”

COVID-19 CARE
https://www.phila.gov/services/mental-physicalhealth/environmental-health-hazards/covid-19/covid19-urgent-care-and-health-centers/

City website with updated COVID-19 urgent care and
health centers.

https://www.phila.gov/media/20200318133316/COVI
D-19_General.pdf

How to sign up for PHL COVID-19 text updates.

FOOD
https://www.phila.gov/2020-03-14-find-free-mealsand-safe-spaces-for-students-while-schools-are-closed/

City of Philadelphia List of Meal Distribution Sites for
students.

http://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appi
d=34b210c6dd684b8e944768c82c0efa5e

Youth Meals Interactive Map (From City of
Philadelphia).

https://www.auntbertha.com/search_results/19130

Can search for food resources for kids and adults by
zip, but includes other emergency relief search
categories (housing, health, work, legal, etc.).

https://foodfinder.us

Map search by zip code for food resources for kids and
adults.

EMPLOYMENT
http://phlcouncil.com/businesses-hiring-philly-covid19/

List of essential businesses currently hiring for
employment.

https://www.uc.pa.gov/Pages/covid19.aspx

If you are employed in Pennsylvania and are unable to
work because of Coronavirus disease, you may be
eligible for Unemployment or Workers' Compensation
benefits.

https://www.uc.pa.gov/COVID-19/Pages/Services-forPA-COVID19.aspx#

State also provides related resources for affected
employed residents (debt/loans, healthcare, housing,
etc.).

MENTAL HEALTH
https://www.phila.gov/2020-03-20-how-to-take-careof-your-mental-health-during-the-coronavirusoutbreak/

City’s guidance on how to take care of your mental
health during the coronavirus outbreak.

https://healthymindsphilly.org/en/

City's Healthy Minds Philly.

https://www.phillyvoice.com/mental-health-resourcesphiladelphia-alcoholics-anonymous-telehealth-therapycoronavirus-covid-19/

Mental health and addiction services that remain open
in Philadelphia amid coronavirus restrictions.

https://cbhphilly.org/cbh-members/communityresources/coronavirus-covid-19-information/

CBH is updating its website regularly with changes to
provider operations (on a downloadable spreadsheet).

You can also call 215-413-7660 to learn about provider
changes or reach out to the provider directly if you
already work with them. Member services hotline
continues to operate at 888-545-2600.
https://dbhids.org/about/organization/office-of-mentalhealth/behavioral-health-crisis-interventionservices/24-hour-mental-health-delegate-line-215-6856440/

24-Hour Mental Health Delegate Line: 215-685-6440.

SURVIVOR/WITNESS OF VIOLENCE SUPPORT
https://drexel.edu/cnvsj/healing-hurt-people/overview/

Phone support available to direct victims, family
members, and witnesses of shootings/violent incidents
up to the age of 35.

https://www.womenagainstabuse.org/get-help/pdvh

24-hour Philadelphia Domestic Violence Hotline: 1866-723-3014. Calls are free, confidential, and
anonymous. Counselors provide crisis intervention,
safety planning, resources, and referral. Hotline can
connect you with free services in the PHL area,
including emergency housing, legal services,
behavioral health services. Bilingual counselors
available.

LEGAL SUPPORT
https://clsphila.org/coronavirus/

Community Legal Services is providing remote
services, but remains working to provide legal support
+ information regarding Covid19 related challenges
including (but not limited to) updates to renter or
homeowner rights, immigrant rights, Medicaid access
to testing, DHS involved cases, etc.

https://rturn.net/no-legal-evictions-during-the-covid19-shutdown/

The state of PA has requested a pause on evictions and
a cease of movement out of the home due to issues
with rent payments. TURN is closed, but posted this
update given closure of all PHL courts.

GENERAL/NATION-WIDE RESOURCES
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/index.html

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
website, includes information specifically related to
stress, anxiety, and coping. CDC also has a hotline: 1800-CDC-INFO.

https://www.samhsa.gov/find-help/disaster-distresshelpline

SAMHSA’s Disaster Distress Helpline provides 24/7
crisis counseling and support to people experiencing
emotional distress related to natural or human-caused
disasters. SAMHSA Disaster Distress Helpline: 1-800985-5990 (or text TalkWithUS to 66746) to connect
with trained crisis counselors.

https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/factsheet/outbreak_factsheet_1.pdf

National Child Traumatic Stress Network document
includes tips on safety planning with family,
developmentally appropriate responses to Covid19
outbreak, developmentally appropriate ways to support
responses

https://childmind.org/coping-during-covid-19resources-for-parents/

Child Mind Institute offers brief articles on supporting
your family through quarantine. Every family is
different, but they offer some ideas to play around with
in finding what works for yours. Examples include:
supporting kids through Covid19, supporting teens
through Covid19, supporting kids with physical
symptoms of stress, tips for calming little ones,
squashing sibling conflict, etc.

RESOURCES FOR FAMILIES/CHILDREN
https://www.sesamestreet.org/caring

Sesame Street team is creating resources to help
families stay healthy, find comfort, and learn playfully
at home. The Caring for Each Other initiative—a long
term commitment to supporting families through this
crisis. Full release of “Health Emergencies” on 3/20.

https://www.brainpop.com/free-

Free family access to BrainPop. Learning resource

trial/?who_am_i=home&promo_code=BPCVFA&utm
_source=covidhub&utm_medium=button&utm_campa
ign=coronavirus&utm_content=free-family

covering many topics presented in age-friendly format.
Recently put out a video on understanding Coronavirus
and safety.

https://openlibrary.org

Large and free database of titles that you can either
read online or download via PDF.

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/lear Scholastic is releasing daily books with corresponding
nathome/grades-1-2.html
videos and activities.
https://theartwell.org/remote-learning-and-creativityartwell-a-day/

Daily art prompts.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACXExample student schedules from Khan Academy. Ideas
1vSZhOdEPAWjUQpqDkVAlJrFwxxZ9Sa6zGOq0CN to customize to fit your student(s)/family.
Rms6Z7DZNq-tQWS3OhuVCUbh_-PWmksHAzbsrk9d/pub
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
https://upliftphilly.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/Supporting-Children-andYourself-COVID-19.pdf

7 Tips for supporting yourself and your child through
Covid19.

https://medical.mit.edu/stay-healthy-mit-stressreduction/mindfulness-apps

Mindfulness and meditation apps

https://mashable.com/article/coronavirus-freemindfulness-meditation-apps/
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Read this passage. Then answer

questions.

Earth and Water and Sky
by Brian Bushemi

It was a long hike through the woods to the Thinking Pond, but David Brenner didn’t
mind. He’d been going there for three years, ever since he was ten and had found the
lonely, stream-fed pool while exploring one summer afternoon. He liked to spend time
there more than he liked doing almost anything else.
5

The other kids thought he was kind of weird for going off into the woods by himself
so often. David couldn’t understand why he seemed to be the only one who saw how
amazing it was for a squirrel to run down a tree head first, or how unique each day’s sky
full of clouds was. His mom said he was more sensitive and thoughtful than other kids his
age, but David just felt lonely and left out most of the time.

10

About a quarter of a mile from the
pond, David caught sight of the huge,
gnarled oak tree he’d nicknamed the Old
Giant for its rough, craggy bark and tall,
thick trunk.

15

When he reached the giant tree, David
sat down and shrugged off his backpack.
He unscrewed the lid from his thermos
and thirstily drank the cool, tart juice
inside. Then he leaned back against the
wide trunk to rest for a few minutes.

20

Today David planned to sketch some
interesting fallen trees near the Thinking
Pond.
25

30

David stood up and continued toward
the Thinking Pond. Suddenly, he heard a
sharp, whining sound like the engine of a high-flying jet airplane. It was followed by a
crack! like a whip being snapped, only a thousand times louder. Then a ball of fire roared
overhead, followed by a searing gust of wind.
The shock wave knocked David to the ground, his ears ringing. A second later, he
heard an explosive, hissing crash up ahead. A rush of air and hot steam billowed through
the trees, and he covered his head as it washed over him.
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After several minutes, David looked up. The warm, wet mist had dispersed, leaving
the woods damp and sparkling with little droplets of water.
35

40

45

What the heck just happened?! he wondered as he got to his feet. Cautiously but
curiously, he headed in the direction of the Thinking Pond. By now David could usually
see the shine of sunlight on the gently rippling water, but today something was different.
Covering the last hundred yards quickly, David stopped at the edge of the meadow where
the pond lay.
“Whoa!” he said in amazement. Before him stretched a dry, cracked-mud crater, all
that was left of the Thinking Pond. The water in the fifty-foot-diameter pool had
evaporated, leaving a huge hole in the forest floor. The baked mud rippled out from the
center in wide, shallow waves. In the middle of the crater, half buried in the ground, was a
rounded, melted lump of something that looked like rock. It was a little larger than a
basketball.
“I can’t believe it!” David whispered, awe-struck. “It’s a meteorite!”
It was indeed a meteorite. Amazingly, the extraterrestrial rock had landed almost
exactly in the center of the Thinking Pond, its immense heat and force evaporating the
water within a split second. But the water had slowed the meteorite down just enough so
it hadn’t smashed to pieces when it hit the ground.

50

The wet dirt hissed and popped, then dried and stuck. The meteorite was definitely
too hot to touch.
While he waited for it to cool down, David crouched and took his sketch pad out of
his backpack. With quick, sure lines, he made an accurate drawing of the rock.

55

Even as he was drawing, David could hardly believe he was looking at something that
had been flying through space only a few minutes before. He wondered where the
meteorite had come from. Maybe an asteroid or a comet had passed too close to a planet
or the Sun, and a chunk of it had been pulled off by gravity. Maybe it had been floating
through space for millions of years before Earth’s gravitational field had caught it and
dragged it in.

60

David sat on the ground beside the Thinking Pond and watched as the water slowly
refilled the hole. It was getting dark when he finally got up to head back home. He could
faintly see the meteorite in the darkening water, which was still rising. When he’d come
here tomorrow, the rock would be under ten feet of water, and he probably wouldn’t be
able to see it at all.

65

As he walked home through the woods, David hoped that nobody would come
looking for the meteorite. Probably no one knew that part of it had survived its fiery
journey through the earth’s atmosphere. He hoped that the meteorite would stay at the
bottom of the Thinking Pond forever, in a place where the earth, the water, and a piece of
the sky all touched each other.
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Directions: Answer the following questions based on your understanding of the passage.

1.

2.

3.

Page 4

4.

5.

6.

Page 5

7.
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Read this article. Then answer

question

Race to the Klondike
by Lester David

Robert Henderson had searched for it all his life, all over the world. Now, in 1896, he
could hardly believe what he saw shining in the bottom of his miner’s pan.
Gold!
5

Henderson scrambled back to the nearest settlement in the remote Klondike region of
northwest Canada and staked a claim. He called the site Gold Bottom.
The Great Rush Begins
Henderson may have been the first to find gold. But soon, George Washington
Carmack made a strike at nearby Rabbit Creek and found enough gold to make him
wealthy.

10

The discoveries triggered history’s greatest gold rush. People caught gold fever, then
joined what became known as the “great stampede.” There probably will never be another
like it.
Lure of Quick Riches
The stunning news of gold flashed across the United States and Canada. Men left their
homes and families, lured northward by dreams of quick riches. Never mind that the
journey was dangerous, as was the Klondike itself.

15

20

Gold-seekers jammed ships from around the world. Thousands made the grueling trip
around Cape Horn at the tip of South America and sailed up to the Gulf of Alaska.
An endless line of stampeders trudged over Alaska’s rugged Chilkoot Pass and the
somewhat easier White Pass. From Skagway and Dyea, in southeastern Alaska, they
struggled inland more than 30 miles, then had to build boats that would take them to the
goldfields near Dawson, more than 500 miles away. Today, a historic park and hiking trail
mark the location of the Chilkoot Pass.
World’s Roughest Place
Skagway was dubbed “the roughest place in the world” by Canadian North West
Mounted Police. Thieves, pickpockets, gamblers and swindlers packed the town.

25

Within days of the first gold find, the area was in chaos. Towns sprung up. In six
months, 500 new houses were built in Dawson, the Klondike’s capital. Food and supplies
became scarce, and prices shot sky high.
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Sled dogs cost $350 each and soon were unavailable. Miners were lucky to buy tired
old horses. A breakfast of ham and eggs cost $10, enough in those days to buy a fine
dinner for eight back East.
Battling the Numbing Cold
30

35

With the risk of starvation increasing, Mounted Police ordered that every man
heading for the trails must have a year’s supply of provisions. This meant each had to
carry hundreds of pounds of food and gear.
A gold-seeker who lacked a horse or sled would haul about 65 of pounds of supplies,
set it down and go back for the rest. Then he’d have to dig out his first load from under
the drifting snow. He’d eventually walk more than 2,500 miles to get his gear over the
Chilkoot Pass.
Sometimes, the temperature plunged to 50 below, but the prospectors forged ahead.
They huddled in caves during blizzards.
They Struck It Rich
Plenty of folks found pay dirt.

40

Louis Rhodes, a quiet, soft-spoken miner, recovered enough gold in just one year to
enable him to live in luxury for the rest of his long life.
Charley Anderson did even better. A clever swindler convinced him to pay $800 for a
claim he said would be worth a fortune. Actually, it was considered to be a total dud. In a
few months, though, Charley discovered his “worthless” claim was worth millions.

45

Then there was Alex McDonald, who took pity on a starving miner and traded a sack
of flour for a claim neither thought was worth a cent. McDonald bought up several more
claims like these and wound up with a bonanza of $20 million.
Historians estimate that more than 100,000 men, as well as a large number of women,
set out to find Klondike gold. Between 30,000 and 40,000 eventually got there.

50

55

Just two months after the first strikes, about $5 million in gold was recovered. But by
1899, three years after it had started, the great stampede was over. All the streams had
been claimed. People began leaving. Twenty years later, hastily built buildings were empty
and crumbling, and machinery was rusting in the streets and canyons.
By 1904, $100 million in gold had been wrested from the region. All that remains
today is the memory of the last great rush for the elusive yellow metal.
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A HEAVY LOAD
A gold prospector had to be well armed before heading into the Klondike. Harsh
winters and scarce supplies made extra provisions valuable. Some miners carried up
to 2,500 pounds of goods over the rugged trails. A typical year’s supply of goods a
Klondike miner might have carried:
Food

Equipment

Clothing

Bacon, 100 to 200 lbs.
Flour, 400 lbs.
Dried fruits, 75 to 100 lbs.
Cornmeal, 50 lbs.
Rice, 20 to 40 lbs.
Coffee, 10 to 25 lbs.
Tea, 5 to 10 lbs.
Sugar, 25 to 100 lbs.
Beans, 100 lbs.
Condensed milk, 1 case
Salt, 10 to 15 lbs.
Pepper, 1 lb.
Rolled oats, 25 to 50 lbs.
Potatoes, 25 to 100 lbs.
Butter, 25 cans
Evaporated meats
Evaporated vegetables

Stove
Miner’s pan
Granite buckets
Tin cups and plates
Knifes, forks and spoons
Coffee pot
Picks
Handles
Saws
Chisels
Hatchet
Shovels
Drawknife
Compass
Frying pan
Matches
Medicines

1 heavy mackinaw coat
3 suits heavy underwear
2 pairs heavy mackinaw
trousers
12 pairs heavy wool socks
6 pairs heavy wool mittens
2 heavy overshirts
2 pairs rubber boots
2 pairs heavy shoes
6 heavy blankets
2 rubber blankets
4 towels
2 pairs overalls
1 suit of oil clothing
Assorted summer clothing
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Explain why the author of the article “Race to the Klondike” included the section entitled
“A HEAVY LOAD.” Use two details from the article to support your answer.
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Read this article. Then answer question

All About the Klondyke Gold Mines
by J. Armoy Knox and J. G. Pratt

“The man who wants the Yukon gold should know what he is going to tackle before
he starts. If there is an easy part of the trip I haven’t struck it yet.

5

10

15

20

25

“Eight of us made the trip from Juneau to Dyea, 100 miles, on the little steam launch
Alert. The steamer Mexico reached Dyea the same morning with 423 men. As she drew so
much water she had to stay about three miles off shore and land her passengers and
freight as best she might in more or less inaccessible places on the rocky shores. Then up
came the twenty-two foot tide and many poor fellows saw their entire outfits swept into
the sea.
“We camped the first night at Dyea. It is a most enjoyable thing, this making camp in
the snow. First you must shovel down from three to six feet to find a solid crust. Then you
must go out in the snow up to your neck to find branches with which to make a bed, and
then comes the hunt for a dead tree for firewood. Dinner is cooked on a small sheet-iron
stove.
“Always keep an eye on the ‘grub,’
especially the bacon, for the dogs are
like so many ravenous wolves, and it is
not considered just the proper thing to
be left without anything to eat in this
frostbitten land. At night it is necessary
to tie up the sacks of bacon in the trees
or build trestles1 for them. But to the
trip.
“The second day we went up Dyea
canon. It is only three miles long, but
seems fully thirty. This is true of all distances in this country. About one hundred pounds
is about all a man wants to pull in this canon, as the way is steep and the ice slippery. So
camps must be made short distances apart, as you have to go over the trail several times in
bringing up your outfit. Remember an ordinary outfit weighs from 500 to 800 pounds,
and some of them much more.
1trestles:a

framework of horizontal and vertical bars used to raise something off the ground
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30

35

“But the summit of Chilcoot Pass—that’s the place that puts the yellow fear into many
a man’s heart. Some took one look at it, sold their outfits for what they would bring and
turned back. This pass is over the ridge which skirts the coast. It is only about 1,200 feet
from base to tip, but it is almost straight up and down—a sheer steep of snow and ice.
There is a blizzard blowing there most of the time, and when it is at its height, no man
may cross. For days at a time the summit is impassable. An enterprising man named
Burns has rigged a windlass2 and cable there, and with this he hoists up some freight at a
cent a pound.”

Map of the Yukon Gold Diggings

2windlass:a

machine used for hoisting or hauling
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Explain which part of the journey to the Klondyke the authors of both articles would most
likely agree was the most dangerous to make. Use one detail from each article to support your
answer.
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DAY FOUR Passages and Questions
Directions: Please read the two passages below and then answer the questions that follow.

“The Tomorrow Seeds”
By Diane L. Burns
Text 1: Author’s Note

1 When Spanish explorers first reached the desert Southwest in 1539, they were
welcomed peacefully by the pueblo Indians calling themselves Hopituh Shi-nu-mu,
which means “the peaceable people” or just “the People.” But by 1675, the time of
this story, the People, known as Hopi to outsiders, has come to resent the intrusion
of the Spanish settlers and governor, and even more strongly, of the missionaries, or
Black Robes, who tried to impose a new religion and language. The Spanish were
often brutal, but they had also introduced new plants for cultivation, such as
watermelon, called kawayvatnga in Hopi. Eventually, the People outlawed even the
black robes’ garden seeds in the effort to reject the new ways.

2 Though an uneasy peace lasted for several more years, the People, led by Popé, drove
out the Spanish settlers and their black robes in the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. During the
bloody conflict, lives were lost on both sides, churches and homes were razed, and
fields destroyed.

3 Afterwards, the people restored their dances and other religious customs, but their old
way of life could not be reclaimed fully. The valley had, in some ways, been damaged
beyond healing by the conflict and upheaval. The people eventually moved to the mesa
top, where they live to this day.

4 Recent archaeological digs in Southwestern caves have uncovered caches of native
garden seeds — squash, melons, and corn — still able to grow after hundreds of years.
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“The Tomorrow Seeds”
1

SILENT AS A DOVE’S WING, the desert night lifted toward dawn. Taw! Now! Now was
the safe, sacred time Moki had seen in his dreams. Time to disobey the village elders.
Time to follow the visions he'd been given.

2

Rising from his blanket in the kiva, or sleep house, Moki cradled a leather pouch,
hoping to keep silent the seeds inside. But seeds have their own life, especially
these — the People's bumpy blue seeds of corn, sakwaq’a ö, and the red, forbidden
kaway•vatnga of the Black Robes, the Spanish missionaries. Clutched in Moki’s hand,
they whispered as he moved.

3

Moki held his breath. Perhaps the gentle rattle of the seeds would betray him. But no,
the visions held faithful. As he silently climbed the ladder out of the kiva, the men of
the village slept on.

4

Chilled by the desert night air, Moki slipped quickly through the darkness, scampering
up ladders that led from his pueblo to the base of the steep mesa wall. There he
found an ancient path, visible to the hawks soaring above the canyon but hidden from
below. Cautiously hugging the cliff face, he felt the way with his feet until the ledge
narrowed to a rocky splinter. Then, grasping for hand and toeholds, Moki scaled the
wall of rock, pulling himself up and still up, clutching the bag of seeds in his teeth.

5

On top of the mesa the sky was a tipped bowl of gray blue. Surrounded by red and
yellow cliffs, sheltered from the dry desert wind, this was the hidden place Moki had
seen in his dream.

6

Breathing a prayer, Moki prepared the ground to receive the gift of seeds. He knew
well how to plant; the People's men tended all growing things. To honor the number
of visions he'd seen, his hands formed four central mounds where the forbidden seeds
would grow into the strange, delicious fruit brought by the Black Robes. Around the
kawayvatnga like a fence Moki planted sixteen hills of the People's corn, four on each
side.
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7

As Moki’s fingers carefully smoothed a blanket of earth over the seeds, his ears
detected a gentle patter, like rain on leaves. Nearby, from deep within the rock, water
dripped through a crack in the cliff. Touching the cool, wet seep, he channeled its
trickle to the hidden garden.

8

“Drink, little seeds of tomorrow,” Moki said. “Grow strong.”

9

With night melting into the many colors of dawn, Moki hurried to retrace his steps to
the village before the others awoke. Silently, he lay down again in the kiva, but he did
not sleep.

10

EVERY MORNING, before the dawn, Moki climbed above-mesa to tend the seeds in
secret, as the visions told him he must. Soon, shoots of corn speared through the
damp earth, and vines of glossy melon leaves nestled around the young stalks. A rare
rain shower rinsed the dusty valley below. Desert winds dried the gardens of the Black
Robes and the People. Hidden on the mesa, charmed by the sun and watered gently
by the split rock, Moki's corn and melon garden grew through the summer. Grew and
flowered. Flowered and set fruit. Tiny, at first, then bigger and bigger.

11

In the valley something else was growing — angry feelings between the Black Robes
and the People. Unspoken thoughts hung in the air, thick as smoke. If any angry words
were uttered by the People, it was Popé who said them — loud, and hot as fire. There
was the People's way, he argued, and the way of the Spanish settlers who did what
they wanted to the earth. Even their spirit leaders, the Black Robes, were thoughtless.
Hadn't they outlawed the People's seasonal dances that maintained the harmony of
earth? Hadn't they told the People to abandon their language and speak the invaders'
Spanish? The People were expected to work the farms of the settlers and Black Robes;
how could they also care for their own families?

12

For speaking against the rules of the Black Robes, Popé and other medicine men from
the pueblos had been put in the governor's jail, where four died. Popé was free now,
but not silent. He talked even more strongly of pushing the Black Robes and settlers
out of the People's valley.

13

Quietly, the People talked and wondered what to do. “At the birth of the People, we
were given this valley. If all the intruders stay, where will we go? If we are pushed
from the valley, where will we be safe?”
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MOKI KNEW. The visions had shown him two ways to live. The first — with seeds for
tomorrow — was a way of sharing. The second was not a way of sharing at all. Which
was right? Moki had watched the Black Robes quietly tending their gardens. They
were careful in their planting. Careful in their weeding and harvesting. So were the
People. Popé did not believe that the Black Robes did anything carefully. Either the
People lived in the valley, or the Black Robes did, Popé said. Moki knew the People
listened to his words. No one talked anymore as if the two groups could get along.

15

Every day, as Moki pulled weeds from the melon vines and guided the rustling corn
leaves toward the sky, he wondered, was it wise to choose only one way and ignore
another? Earth shared day and night; each had its place. They didn't fight. Together
they made the People's world complete. Perhaps the Black Robes and the People
could live side by side, if each were as careful with each other as they were with their
gardens.

16

Once corn and melon had grown in harmony in the People's gardens. Moki
remembered the first harvest: the ripe melon rind splitting with a sound like thunder,
its pink flesh dribbling juice, sweeter than spring rain, down the People's chins. Not
everything, then, about the Black Robes was bad. The melon seeds had been a good
gift. In the manner of the People, the village women had saved the best of those
tomorrow seeds for the next year's growing season. And the next, and next.

17

But not now. Because the Black Robes did not allow the People to live their old way,
no one remembered the good gift. No one saved the Black Robes' seeds now, except
Moki.

18

And if the village elders knew of his hidden garden? His disobedience could bring
trouble raging like a storm wind. But trouble might come anyway, and with it, the
second path shown in his dreams.

19

The thought of this second choice always ended Moki's gardening time. After slipping
unnoticed into the kiva, he would lie with pounding heart until the men and other
boys awoke, comforting himself that he was following the first choice of the god of
visions. As to the other way? For now it was as secret as the garden itself. He would
not — could not — speak of it to the elders. What if they did not believe a boy's
dreams?

20

IT WAS NEARLY the day of harvest when clouds, boiling black and furious, rolled
across the valley. Wolflike winds howled through the villages of the People and the
Black Robes. Flying sand stung both white skin and brown.

21

Shreds of green corn leaves, ripped by the wind, spiraled down from the top of the
rain-washed mesa. Puzzled, the People looked up, and up. Battered corn stalks hung
over the edge of the cliff.

22

Moki’s heart twisted at the sight. The tomorrow seeds! He raced to the ladders and
the secret path on the cliffside. The windstorm had wrecked the corn, but were the
melons destroyed, too? He had to know.
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23

The answer lay scattered across the mesa top. Ragged stalks and tufted ears of blue
corn littered the ground. Tangled melon vines crisscrossed ever where, torn from the
earth. And then he saw them, in the middle of the wreck of a garden — the crooknecked melon fruit, far, round . . . And unhurt.

24

Relieved, Moki turned to find that the People — Popé, too — had followed him. In a
glance Popé took in the garden site and closed his face with anger. Moki's heart stuck
in his throat. How could he save the tomorrow seeds now? The storm hadn't
destroyed the forbidden ones, but surely the village elders would. What could he do?
Nothing in the visions had prepared him for this.

25

Popé pointed an accusing finger. “You! And the forbidden seeds!” He pulled one of
the hated melons into his arms. How to explain this treachery?

26

“It . . . it was the way of my dreams,” Moki began. “I saw the People's corn like a
shelter around the Black Robes' melons.”

27

Popé saw. “Four melon vines,” he said, his voice unyielding. “The People's sacred
number.”

28

Moki spoke calmly, but his heart pounded as if he’d run a footrace. “One for each
time the vision came to me.” He nodded toward the fat melon in Popé’s arms. “They
have grown well together,” he said. “Perhaps we can, too, if we choose to try again. It
was one way shown in the visions.”

29

The People murmured. Truly, melons and corn flourished side by side. Was it still
possible for the People to live with the Black Robes?

30

Popé nudged a twisted corn stalk with his toe. “Is it the wish of the People to sacrifice
sakwaq'a o so the Black Robes’ kawayvatnga can grow?” he stormed. Popé held the
melon overhead. Moki stared. The unthinkable would happen. Popé would smash the
melon, and with it, the tomorrow seeds and any hope of sharing the valley. Was it
time to speak of the vision’s second choice?

31

A hand gripped Popé’s upstretched arm. “Hold,” said an elder of the People. He
turned to Moki. “The visions showed you this place?”
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32

“Yes,” Moki said. An inner voice poured words from his heart and lips before he could
stop them. “Here is ground for us, high above the Black Robes. With water even in
time of drought and shelter in the cliffs. It is a good place, a hidden place.” He took a
deep breath and said the rest. “If peace cannot be, we have this place out of reach.”
There! At last he'd revealed the secret of the vision. If peace cannot be. Would the
People abandon their gardens and pueblo in the valley to live high atop the mesa?

33

The elders looked. They saw it was true. Ground and water enough for all of the
People. Popé, too, saw a place of safety. He did not smile, but he held out the melon
to Moki, who cradled it.

34

The elder spoke. “It is true that the seeds of the People and the Black Robes grow well
together. Perhaps we can share the valley. It is not for today to know if this hidden
place will be needed tomorrow. For now,” he rescued another melon from its bed
among the fallen stalks, “we will give thanks for the good harvest Moki has brought.”
The People nodded.

35

IN THE HARVEST CEREMONY, the People gave thanks for the gift of the Black Robes’
seeds as for their own corn. The women would save the best seeds, both kawayvatnga
and sakwaq'a o. The men would plant and tend them. The gods would see them
grow . . . together. For another season, the People and the Black Robes would share
the valley.

36

With his own silent prayer of thanks, Moki touched a hand to his leather pouch. It
would again hold tomorrow seeds, both blue corn and melon, and not in secret. It was
good, just as the visions had promised.

“Tomorrow Seeds” written by Diane L. Burns and illustrated by Tanya Maiboroda. In Cricket Magazine © Carus Publishing Company,
d/b/a Cricket Media, and/or various authors and illustrators. Any commercial use or distribution of material without permission is strictly
prohibited. Please visit http://www.cricketmedia.com/info/licensing2 for licensing and http://www.cricketmedia.com for subscription.
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QUESTIONS:
1. Which statement describes the central idea of the Author’s Note (Text 1)?

2.

A.

The Hopi were accepting of the Spanish settlers.

B.

The Spanish settlers changed Hopi culture forever.

C.

The Hopi returned to their traditions after defeating the Spanish.

D.

Seeds recovered during archeological digs are all that remains of the Hopi culture.

Which sentence from Text 1 best supports the correct answer to question #1?
A.

B.
C.
D.

“When Spanish explorers first reached the desert Southwest in 1539, they were welcomed
peacefully by the pueblo Indians calling themselves Hopituh Shi-nu-mu, which means ‘the
peaceable people’ or just ‘the People.’”
“Eventually, the People outlawed even the black robes garden seeds in the effort to reject the
new ways.”
“Afterwards, the people restored their dances and other religious customs, but their old way of
life could not be reclaimed fully.”
“Recent archaeological digs in Southwestern caves have uncovered caches of native garden
seeds-squash, melons, and corn- still able to grow after hundreds of years.”

3. In paragraph 26 of “The Tomorrow Seeds” (Text 2), Moki wonders how he will “explain this
treachery.” What is the meaning of the word treachery?
A.

mission from a divine force

B.

long-term plan

C.

betrayal of trust

D.

combination of two beliefs

4. Which sentence from Text 2 best helps the reader determine the meaning of treachery?
A.

“The windstorm had wrecked the corn, but were the melons destroyed, too?”

B.

“Popé pointed an accusing finger.”

C.

“’It. . . it was the way of my dreams.’”

D.

“’I saw the People’s corn like a shelter around the Black Robes’ melons.’”
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5. Which statement best expresses a main theme of Text 2?
A.

While the future may be uncertain, it is best to prepare for whatever may come.

B.

Different ways of life cannot be combined successfully.

C.

Children do not always fully understand the actions of those around them.

D.

It takes time and patience to grow a garden.

6. Which lines from Text 2 best illustrates the theme in question #5?
A.
“Every morning, before dawn, Moki climbed above-mesa to tend the seeds in secret, as
the visions told him he must.”
B.
“In the valley something else was growing –– angry feelings between the Black Robes and
the People.
C.
“The storm hadn’t destroyed the forbidden ones, but surely the village elders would.”
D.
“If peace cannot be, we have this place out of reach
7. Based on the information in Text 2, what are two ways the Black Robes changed the Hopi lifestyle?
A.

They taught Hopi children to care for plants.

B.

They made the Hopi dress like the Spanish.

C.

They introduced new crops, like watermelon.

D.

They required the Hopi to live on the mesa top.

E.

They forced the Hopi to work their farms.

F.

They passed seeds down to new generations.

G.

They shared the visions they had received.

8. In Text 2, how do paragraphs 14–19, in which Moki asks himself many questions, contribute to the
development of the passage?
A.

These questions demonstrate Moki’s need for guidance from the elders.

B.

These questions help Moki determine what to do next.

C.

These questions illustrate Moki’s struggle to determine the best vision.

D.

These questions show Moki the importance of his visions.

9. What is the main purpose of Text 1 and how does it contribute to the development of ideas in Text 2?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Text 1 describes the crops the Spanish brought to the People, helping the reader understand
Popé’s dislike of their ways in Text 2.
Text 1 puts forth a different perspective of the Spanish involvement, showing how the Spanish
did not have a negative impact on the people as shown in Text 2.
Text 1 explains why the Spanish wanted to change the People, supporting Moki’s idea in Text 2
that the Spanish ideas were not all bad.
Text 1 explains the conflict between the People and the Spanish, showing how Text 2 is based
on historical events.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Answer: _____________________

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Answer: _____________________

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

31. Read the text below and use margin notes for key ideas.

25

26

27

28

29

32. Explain why matter expands and contracts due to temperature changes.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
33. What is Kinetic Energy? Give an example of an object with kinetic energy.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
34. What two factors control the amount of kinetic energy an object has?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
35. How can you change the kinetic energy of the particles?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
36. How does an increase in kinetic energy affect the amount of space between particles?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

30

37. Read the text below and use margin notes for key ideas.

31

38. When a container of fruit is moved from the fridge to the counter, what happens to the air particles
that causes the lid to appear to pop off?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
39. A student draws the following model for the unexplained rock falls in Yosemite that take place during
the hottest part of the day.

What are limitations of the above model?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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